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Abstract
We present a detailed description of the electromagnetic filter for the PTOLEMY project to
directly detect the Cosmic Neutrino Background (CNB). Starting with an initial estimate for
the orbital magnetic moment, the higher-order drift process of E ×B is configured to balance
the gradient-B drift motion of the electron in such a way as to guide the trajectory into the
standing voltage potential along the mid-plane of the filter. As a function of drift distance
along the length of the filter, the filter zooms in with exponentially increasing precision on the
transverse velocity component of the electron kinetic energy. This yields a linear dimension
for the total filter length that is exceptionally compact compared to previous techniques for
electromagnetic filtering. The parallel velocity component of the electron kinetic energy oscil-
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lates in an electrostatic harmonic trap as the electron drifts along the length of the filter. An
analysis of the phase-space volume conservation validates the expected behavior of the filter
from the adiabatic invariance of the orbital magnetic moment and energy conservation following
Liouville’s theorem for Hamiltonian systems.
2
Overview
The concept of neutrino capture on β-decay nuclei as a detection method for the Cosmic
Neutrino Background (CNB) was laid out in the original paper by Steven Weinberg [1] in 1962
and further refined by the work of Cocco, Mangano and Messina [2] in 2007 in view of the finite
neutrino mass discovered by oscillation experiments. An experimental realization of the concept
for CNB detection was proposed based on PTOLEMY [3] in 2013 and a subsequent R&D
program described in [4]. We describe in this paper the novel concept and principles of operation
of the electromagnetic filter proposed for PTOLEMY for precision energy measurements at the
tritium endpoint.
The filter concept builds on over half a century of electromagnetic filter techniques developed
for the indirect estimation of the (anti-)neutrino1 masses through the kinematic distortion on
the phase space of electrons emitted near the tritium endpoint [5–10]. The original filters
based on purely electrostatic filtering were enhanced through techniques of magnetic adiabatic
collimation and have been developed into precision spectrometers [11–13]. Collimation is a
process where the transverse kinetic energy of an electron with respect to a magnetic field is
transformed into a longitudinal kinetic energy, thereby aligning the total velocity of the electron
along the magnetic field line. This transformation is governed by the conditions of adiabatic
invariance through the constancy of the orbital magnetic moment, µ, as the electron motion
follows magnetic field lines that expand from an initially high magnetic field region into low
field. This process trades the dense momentum phase space transverse to the magnetic field of
the initial electron in gyromotion with a large transverse position phase space, as required by
static Hamiltonian systems by Liouville’s theorem.
The technique proposed here is a departure from previous approaches (referenced above); in
that, the reduction of the electron velocity perpendicular to the magnetic field originates from
the cyclotron-phase-averaged motion that is transverse to the magnetic field through higher-
order drift processes. Instead of collimating the transverse kinetic energy of the electron into
a longitudinal velocity, the non-electric drift in the magnetic field gradient does work on the
electron to reduce the transverse kinetic energy in favor of climbing a standing voltage potential.
Starting with an initial estimate for µ, the higher-order drift process of E × B is configured
to balance the gradient-B drift motion of the electron in such a way as to guide the trajectory
into the standing voltage potential along the mid-plane of the filter. We show that this process,
as expected from adiabatic invariance and energy conservation, conserves phase-space volume.
The Transverse Drift Filter Concept
An electron moving perpendicular to a magnetic field will, in general, undergo cyclotron motion,
or gyromotion, from the Lorentz force. We can describe the central axis of the trajectory of
an electron in gyromotion with respect to a magnetic field by the guiding center system (GCS)
variables formed by setting the cyclotron phase average of all forces acting on the particle to
zero. The GCS is a non-inertial reference frame whose transverse plane is oriented orthogonal
to the magnetic field direction2. The direction of the GCS trajectory, however, needs not to
correspond to the direction of the magnetic field line and will, in general, deviate from the
magnetic field direction in the presence of four fundamental drift terms:
VD = V⊥ =
(
qE + F − µ∇B −mdV
dt
)
× B
qB2
(1)
where q and m are the electron charge and mass, respectively, and V = V⊥ + V‖ is the total
phase-averaged velocity of the GCS trajectory with perpendicular and parallel components with
1The Majorana or Dirac nature of the neutrino sector is, as of yet, unknown.
2In what follows, we follow the terminology, conventions, and derivations given in this reference [14].
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respect to the magnetic field line. The perpendicular component is often referred to as the drift
velocity, VD. In equation (1), the four drift terms, from left to right, are given by (1) the E×B
drift; (2) the external force drift (such as gravity); (3) the gradient-B drift; and (4) the inertial
force drift.
The GCS description is valid in the limit that the E and B fields vary slowly spatially relative
to the cyclotron radius, ρc, and slowly in time, through the motion of the particle, compared
to the cyclotron period, τc, namely:
ρc 
∣∣∣∣ B∇B
∣∣∣∣ , ∣∣∣∣ E∇E
∣∣∣∣ ; and (2)
τc 
∣∣∣∣ BdB/dt
∣∣∣∣ , ∣∣∣∣ EdE/dt
∣∣∣∣ ; (3)
where the total variation per unit time seen by the particle comes from the variation in time
at a fixed point in space and the variation due to the displacement while the field is fixed in
time: d/dt = ∂/∂t + V · ∇. These conditions, if satisfied, allow the motion of the electron to
be accurately described by adiabatic invariants, and, in particular, the first adiabatic invariant.
The derivation of the first adiabatic invariant is found in these references [15,16] and follows from
the action-angle variable description of the Hamiltonian in terms of the gyroaction J ≡ (mc/q)µ
canonically conjugate to the cyclotron phase angle, where µ, with magnitude µ, is the orbital
magnetic moment of the electron with respect to a magnetic field B. Starting with a non-
relativistic treatment, µ in the GCS frame is given by
µ =
mv∗2⊥
2B
(4)
where v∗⊥ is the instantaneous velocity of the electron perpendicular to the magnetic field line in
the GCS frame (starred quantities) and are related to the inertial frame instantaneous velocity
v = v⊥ + v‖ by v∗⊥ = v⊥ − VD and v∗‖ = v‖ − V‖ ≈ 0. The angle, α, between v and B, also
equal to
α = arccos
v‖
v
, (5)
is the pitch angle of the electron.
In the presence of a non-uniform magnetic field, the Hamiltonian term U = −µ ·B gives rise
to a total net force given by
f = −∇U = −µ∇B . (6)
The parallel component, f‖, is the well-known mirror force responsible for magnetic adiabatic
collimation and the magnetic bottle effect for trapping charged particles in non-uniform mag-
netic fields. The perpendicular component, f⊥, is the source of the gradient-B drift. This drift
is particularly interesting for a filter since only non-electric drifts can lead to a change in total
kinetic energy. Drifts due to electric fields are always perpendicular to E by construction and
therefore cannot do any work – electrons under E×B drift follow surfaces of constant voltage.
More precisely, when accompanied by E × B drift, the gradient-B drift can do work on the
electron and reduce the internal kinetic energy of gyromotion for a corresponding increase in
voltage potential. This is described by, inserting terms from equation (1),
dT⊥
dt
= −qE · VD = −qE · (qE − µ∇B)× B
qB2
=
µ
B2
E · (∇B ×B) (7)
where T⊥ is the internal kinetic energy of gyromotion in the GCS frame. The implementation
of this basic principle into a filter for PTOLEMY is described below.
4
Implementation of PTOLEMY Filter
The implementation of this technique in PTOLEMY to study the tritium endpoint is described
in the following sections. We assume an estimate for the transverse kinetic energy from the
measurement of the cyclotron radiation emission of single electrons in gyromotion developed
by Project 8 [17]. This estimate is derived from the radio-frequency (RF) signal emitted by
the electron during the slow transport of the electron in a region of constant magnetic field
in advance of the filter, assuming low occupancy in the filter for electrons near the tritium
endpoint. Depending on the measured value of the transverse kinetic energy, the voltage levels
in the filter are adjusted in advance of the electron entering the filter so that for a given initial
transverse kinetic energy and a starting voltage level, the electron drifts along a fixed trajectory
through the filter to within the accuracy of the initial RF measurement and precision of the
voltage steps. We assume for the sake of this paper that the duration of the electron transport
through the RF antenna system, which can be adjusted by lowering the E×B drift velocity in
that region, is sufficiently long, on order a millisecond, to provide ample time for the voltages
in the filter to settle before the electron enters the filter. At the exit of the filter, the electron
is guided into a calorimeter to complete the precision energy measurement of the total initial
kinetic energy of the electron emitted from the tritium nuclei. The level of precision and
accuracy required from the RF estimate is set by the dynamic range of the calorimeter and is
assumed here to be a few eV. A diagram of the PTOLEMY layout is shown in Figure 1.
Tritium	Target
RF	Antennas
Transverse	Drift	Filter
Calorimeters
Electron	Trajectory
Figure 1: Diagram of the PTOLEMY layout. Electrons originate in the tritium target, drift
through the RF antennas and enter the transverse drift filter. An example electron trajectory
is shown (red) in the lower right corner, computed with COMSOL software [18]. The transverse
drift filter consists of a set of configurable electrodes to setup the electric fields for E × B
drift and a set of planar geometry current coils (vertical planes) to provide a magnetic field
gradient in the drift region. The filter element is configured to transport electrons near the
tritium endpoint down the central axis of the filter, to within the accuracy of the estimate of
µ in advance of entering the filter. At the exit of the filter, the electron will be guided into a
calorimeter.
The precision energy measurement of electrons from the tritium endpoint is primarily a combi-
nation of two measurements, the reference electrical potential energy difference from the tritium
target to the calorimeter and the calorimetric measurement of the total kinetic energy of the
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electron at the exit of the filter. Residual energy corrections are applied to account for radio-
frequency energy losses during transport. The target resolution of the combined measurement
is 0.05 eV, corresponding to the largest neutrino mass difference3 measured through oscillation
experiments. A reference for the performance of the energy resolution of the calorimeter under
development for PTOLEMY is found here [19].
The configurations of the planar geometry current coils and filter voltages are described below.
Setting of Magnetic Field Gradient
The configuration of a magnetic field gradient that optimally satisfies the conditions for adia-
batic invariance is such that
|B/∇B| ∼ ρc = 
q
√
2mµ
B
(8)
where  is a dimensionless factor with  1. As an example, we choose an exponentially falling
Bx magnetic field component with characteristic length scale λ, given by
Bx(z) = B0e
−z/λ . (9)
This field can be approximated by a series of surfaces of current density flowing along the y-
direction. Starting with an infinite x-y plane of linear current density J+ [A/m] flowing in the
y-direction that passes through the coordinate −z0, a constant magnetic field with magnitude
B0 is generated in the x-direction. Starting at z = 0 and extending to z = L, a current density
j−(z) flowing along the negative y-direction has an exponential fall off in z with characteristic
length scale λ. The current density j− [A/m2] integrated over z is equal and opposite to J+
J+ +
∫ L
0
j−(z)dz = 0 (10)
where L is the finite thickness in z of the volume of non-zero current density j−(z), as shown
in Figure 2. For these ideal conditions, the Bx component is zero for z > L and z < −z0 with a
constant magnitude, B0, in the interval −z0 < z < 0 and an exponential drop off for 0 ≤ z ≤ L,
as described by equation (9).
Figure 2: (left) Tightly packed series of planes of current density over a distance L in the z-
direction, seen end-on and shown with circular cross-section wires, yielding an exponentially
falling, straight Bx field with By = Bz ≈ 0, where shading is used to represent the total
magnitude of the magnetic field from green (highest) to blue (lowest). (right) A finite ∆x gap
between planes of current density introduces a radius of curvature, Rc, in the Bx field, plotted
as field lines, in the vacuum region between current coils.
3The absolute neutrino masses and hierarchy of the neutrino mass splittings are not known at this time.
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We introduce vacuum separations ∆x between planes of current in the x-direction, such that
∆x < λ, as shown in Figure 2. In vacuum, we have ∇×B = 0. Applying this to the following,
we evaluate the transverse component of the magnetic field gradient to give
∇⊥B = (B · ∇)
(
B
B
)
− (∇×B)×
(
B
B
)
= − B
Rc
nˆ (11)
where Rc is the radius of curvature and nˆ is the unit vector normal to the magnetic field line
curvature. For the example given above for the exponentially falling Bx(z) field component,
the radius of curvature in the y-z plane is equal to the length scale λ (Rc = λ). The magnetic
field components satisfying the ∇×B = 0 vacuum conditions are approximated in the central
gap region between planes of current coils4 by
Bx = B0 cos
(x
λ
)
e−z/λ , (12)
By = 0 , (13)
Bz = −B0 sin
(x
λ
)
e−z/λ . (14)
In the mid-plane of the ∆x gap (x = 0 and repeated periodically), the normal to the curvature
of the B field points along the z-direction, nˆ = zˆ.
This configuration of B field has been shown in numerical simulations using the Fast Multi-
pole Method (FMM) [20] (Leslie Greengard, Simons Foundation) to yield over four orders of
magnitude reduction in the Bx field with λ = 0.05 m.
Setting of Filter Voltages
The filter will act in a static configuration on an electron entering the electrodes, two y-z planes
of segmented conductors, at a given reference voltage V0 and height y0 between the electrodes.
If the voltage difference across the top and bottom electrodes (in the y-direction) is a constant
as a function of z, the decaying Bx magnitude will induce an exponential increase in the E×B
drift and through gradient-B drift cause the electron to drift in the y-direction.
An alternative approach is to choose a voltage configuration that keeps the electron at a constant
y-position as it travels down the length of the filter. We propose a configuration where the
voltage difference across the plates in the y-direction is exponentially dropping with the same
characteristic length scale, λ, in the z-direction. This is achieved with electrodes segmented
in the z-direction and yields a constant E × B drift. To maintain the electron trajectory at
a constant height of y0, we adjust the offset of the voltage difference across the plates as a
function of z. The combined set of configurations yields the following voltage, evaluated at the
fixed height y = y0, as a function of z for an initial voltage V0 at z = 0
V (y, z)|y=y0 = V0 − µB0
(
1− e−z/λ
)
. (15)
An example voltage configuration is shown in Figure 3 with V0 = 0, the voltage of the top
plate is held constant at Vt = −µB0, and the voltages of the bottom segmented plates are set
according to Vb = µB0(2e
−z/λ− 1) for z ≥ 0. The vertical separation of the plates in y is small
compared to the length scale λ of the exponential (y  λ).
4The current coils are envisioned to be wound in a planar, also known as pancake, geometry.
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Figure 3: Example of filter voltage settings for a given input transverse kinetic energy and
starting voltage level, computed with COMSOL software [18]. Here the voltage at the mid-
distance between the plates in the vertical coordinate is set to V0 = 0, the voltage of the top
plate is held constant at Vt = −µB0, and the voltages of the bottom segmented plates are set
according to Vb = µB0(2e
−z/λ− 1) for z ≥ 0. The vertical separation of the plates in y is small
compared to the length scale λ of the exponential (y  λ).
The corresponding electric field components are given (for z ≥ 0) by5
Ex = 0 , (16)
Ey = E0 cos
( y
λ
)
e−z/λ , (17)
Ez = −E0 sin
( y
λ
)
e−z/λ , (18)
where E0 is the total magnitude of the E field at z = 0. The E field satisfies the ∇ ×E = 0
condition for static B fields (Faraday’s law) and ∇ ·E = 0 in the vacuum region between the
filter plates. The value of E0 is determined by setting the magnitude of the vertical E × B
drift equal and opposite to the magnitude of the gradient-B drift for a given y = y0, such that
Ez
B
≈ −E0
B0
sin
(y0
λ
)
(19)
= − µ
qB
∂Bx
∂z
(20)
=
µ
qλ
, (21)
where the approximation is taken that x λ. The value of E0 is therefore
E0 = − µB0
qλ sin (y0/λ)
. (22)
This value of E0 enforces the constancy of the cyclotron-averaged height of the electron tra-
jectory throughout, since the z-dependence of Ez matches that of ∂Bx/∂z. Similarly, from
equation (17), Ey at constant height y = y0 has the same z-dependence as the Bx field. As a
consequence, the magnitude of the E ×B drift velocity is constant along the electron trajec-
tory. The Ey and Ez electric field components are shown in Figure 4 as a function of z for an
exponentially falling Bx(z) magnetic field. Also shown in Figure 4 is the time versus position
of the electron drift.
The electron input to the filter, not described here, would follow lines of constant voltage into
the filter from the left in a region of constant B field.
5The constant voltage plate in the example voltage configuration in Figure 3 corresponds to y = 0.
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Figure 4: The Ey (top-left) and Ez (top-right) electric field components as a function of z for
an exponentially falling Bx(z) (bottom-left) magnetic field. The time versus z-position of the
electron drift (bottom-right) shows a linear progression.
Motion Parallel to the Magnetic Field
For pitch angles less than 90 degrees, the electron will have a non-zero velocity component
parallel to the magnetic field line. The parallel velocity component of the electron kinetic energy
is largely unaffected by the transverse drift motion through the filter. Unlike the magnetic
adiabatic collimation techniques, there is no rotation of the total velocity of the electron into
the direction along the magnetic field. We can therefore consider the motion parallel to the
magnetic field to be independent of the reduction of the transverse velocity through gradient-B
and E ×B drift.
One approach to maintain the electron motion within a finite range in the x-direction is to
trap the electron within an electrostatic potential well. The well potential can be constructed
to leave the Ey component of the electric field unchanged at the location of the mid-plane of
the filter (y = y0). This can be done with an approximate harmonic potential that is formed
between two linear, side-rail barriers that run along the length of the filter at positions x = ±D
with respect to the x = 0 nominal center of the parallel motion (and repeated periodically for
each gap separated by ∆x).
For an electric field falling off linearly from a line potential, we can approximate the center of
the electric field as
Ex =
k
D + x
− k
D − x ≈
k
D
((1− x/D)− (1 + x/D)) = − 2k
D2
x (23)
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where one can satisfy the ∇·E = 0 and ∇×E = 0 conditions with the additional components
Ey =
2k
D2
(y − y0) , (24)
Ez = 0 , (25)
where k sets the scale of the harmonic potential and the range of motion in the x-direction
for a given magnitude of parallel velocity. The electric field components from equations (23),
(24), and (25) add in superposition to the filter-voltage-defined electric field components from
equations (16), (17), and (18). Consequently, the filter and side-rail voltages are defined to
simultaneously solve the requirements of the top-bottom electrodes for balancing the gradient-
B drift against the E ×B drift and to produce the harmonic trap with the side-rail barriers.
In particular, the voltage reference for the x = 0 minimum of the harmonic trap will be set by
the transverse drift requirements from the top-bottom electrode voltages. For y = y0, there is
zero contribution from the harmonic trap to the drift E field, as indicated from equations (17),
(18), (24), and (25).
The configuration of magnetic and electric fields acting on the electron are shown in Figure 5.
The parallel motion of an electron is shown in Figure 5 with the vacuum B-field components
defined in equations (12), (13), and (14). The arc motion of the electron is a consequence of
Ampe`re’s law applied to the exponentially decreasing Bx field component. The arc motion
forces the electron to push into larger B fields at the turning points of the bound parallel
motion. Therefore, there will be mirror forces on the electron acting parallel to the B field in
addition to the E ·B bottle forces from the electrostatic harmonic trap.
It should be noted that the electron motion in a harmonic trap induces a known frequency mod-
ulation, fm ∼
√
2kq/D2m/2pi ∼ 1 GHz for kq ∼ 18.6 keV and D ∼ 1 cm, of the relativistic cor-
rection to the cyclotron frequency. If sufficient RF measurement sensitivity is implemented for
the estimation of µ in advance of entering the filter where theB field is uniform, this modulation
may provide additional sensitivity on the estimation of the total kinetic energy of the electron,
especially for the potential to phase-lock on the modulation frequency of the RF signal from
cyclotron radiation emission. In the filter region, where the B field is dropping exponentially,
it is advantageous6 to keep fm below the cyclotron frequency, fc = (1/2pi)qB/mγ ∼ 27 GHz
for B ∼ 1 T and γ ∼ 1.03. The decreasing number of cyclotron orbits per bounce is shown in
Figure 5.
One approach to reduce the frequency, fm, of the bouncing motion for the same range of motion
set by the side-rails at positions x = ±D is to reduce the magnitude of the parallel velocity
of the electron and set the side-rail voltages in the filter to produce a shallower harmonic trap
(smaller |k|). The magnitude of the parallel velocity varies as the electron climbs the voltage
potential of a harmonic trap. In the region of constant magnetic field before entering the filter,
a combination of E×B drift and parallel, bouncing motion can produce an electron trajectory
that allows the electron to enter the filter with a lower parallel velocity and a higher (more
negative) voltage reference V0 at the center of the trap. The details of this procedure are not
included here.
Interface to the Calorimeter
The parallel motion of the electron will be interfaced to the calorimeter measurement by set-
ting a precision voltage on the calorimeter absorber to within a few Volts of the kinetic energy
(divided by q) expected for electrons from the tritium endpoint. The estimate for the voltage
of the calorimeter is determined from the estimate of µ from the RF signal and the correspond-
ing starting values for the component of the kinetic energy from the perpendicular velocity
6The conditions of adiabatic invariance, given in equations (2) and (3), rely on cyclotron-phase-averaged
quantities.
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Figure 5: Configuration of magnetic and electric fields acting on the electron (top). Parallel
motion of an electron with an initial pitch angle of 85◦ in a harmonic trap (bottom). For this
example, we set λ = 0.1 m and widen the distance along x between side-rails to better visualize
the motion. The number of cyclotron revolutions per bounce decreases as the electron drifts
into lower Bx fields.
and solving for the complementary component of the kinetic energy from the parallel velocity
assuming the electron is originating from the tritium endpoint.
The calorimeter is located at the exit of the filter in the low magnetic field region (below mT
fields). The suppression of the kinetic energy perpendicular to the magnetic field is known as
a function of length along the filter, and the suppression of the kinetic energy parallel to the
magnetic field is known as a function of the x displacement. When combined, the total kinetic
energy is known to within a few eV for a given location and reference voltage. The calorimeter,
located in the region of the side-rail, is set to a voltage to allow the electron to hit the surface.
An array of calorimeters along the length of the exit of the filter will account for the range of
estimated final kinetic energies and positions from the low field cyclotron motion.
The high resolution calorimeter measurement provides the final step to reach the target of
11
0.05 eV total energy resolution in combination with a high precision voltage reference difference
between the tritium target and calorimeter, with corrections for the RF cyclotron radiation
emission losses. Electrons which fall below the endpoint will not swing far enough in the x-
direction to hit the calorimeter and will be dumped in an end electrode past the calorimeter
region. Electrons that are more energetic than the endpoint will have either escaped the har-
monic trap and hit the side-rail or will hit the calorimeter and saturate the dynamic range of
the energy measurement. Electrons within a defined region of the endpoint, set by the dynamic
range of the calorimeter, will have their energy spectrum measured over that region. This
technique provides differential spectral analysis of the endpoint and CNB signal region over the
limited dynamic range of the calorimeter7.
Simulation of the Filter Performance
The electron trajectories in the filter are simulated with the Kassiopeia software package [21].
Figure 6 shows the kinematic quantities for a simulated electron trajectory with a starting
transverse kinetic energy of 18.6 keV at z = 0 and a pitch angle of 90◦ (no parallel motion).
As the electron drifts from an initial high magnetic field region of 10 T into the exponentially
dropping low magnetic field for z > 0, the cyclotron-averaged orbital magnetic moment remains
constant, also shown in Figure 6. Here we have set λ = 0.05 m in the exponential. Therefore,
the transverse kinetic energy drops with increasing z and is below 1 eV for a z > 0.5 m. This
is where the interface to the calorimeter would be inserted. Beyond 0.6 m, the instantaneous
orbital magnetic moment has a strong oscillatory contribution from the electron drift velocity.
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Figure 6: The transverse kinetic energy for an electron with a pitch angle of 90◦ (no parallel
motion) and a starting value of 18.6 keV at z = 0 drops below 1 eV after 0.5 m in the filter with
λ = 0.05 m (left). The instantaneous value of the orbital magnetic moment [eV/T] displays
oscillatory behavior from the electron drift for large z-distance along the filter length (right)
while the cyclotron-averaged value of µ remains constant throughout the motion.
.
The y-position of the electron for the motion in Figure 6 deviates from being perfectly constant
over the filter trajectory due to semi-relativistic effects not included in equations (16), (17),
and (18) for the electric field values, as shown in Figure 7 near z = 0.
If the true value of µ is less than the initial estimate from the RF signal, the electron will drift
vertically downward and hit the bottom electrodes of the filter. Similarly, values of µ larger
than the estimate will drift vertically upwards and hit the top plate. As the voltage range
between the plates is decreasing exponentially with drift distance along the length of the filter,
7The energy resolution of the calorimeter improves when the dynamic range is reduced. The final choice of
dynamic range will be chosen to match the filter performance.
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Figure 7: The y-position of the electron for the motion in Figure 6 drifts slightly upwards in
the semi-relativistic region at the start of the trajectory (left). The same deviation is present
in the non-relativistic expression for the orbital magnetic moment [eV/T] (right).
the sweeping away of electrons with neighboring µ values is exponential. This process is the
phase-space transformation of momentum into position space and is expected from Liouville’s
theorem for static Hamiltonian systems. This also explains why the input area of the filter
entrance can be equal to the area of the exit – the bulk of the area expansion in the filtering
process goes into electron trajectories that intercept the top and bottom plates. The specific
driving terms for the phase-space volume conservation are evaluated in the next section.
Conservation of Phase-Space Volume
The phase-space volume-preservation property of Hamiltonian systems [16], as follows from
Liouville’s theorem, can be expressed in the form8:
0 =
∂B∗‖
∂t
+∇ · (B∗‖V ) +
∂
∂p‖
(B∗‖ p˙‖) (26)
where V is the GCS velocity and p‖ is the momentum component of the electron parallel to
the magnetic field direction, bˆ = B/B, and p˙‖ is the GCS force. The effective magnetic field
B∗ for the calculation of the GCS phase space is given by
B∗ ≡ B + (cp‖/q)∇× bˆ+ (mc/q)∇× VE (27)
with c the speed of light, VE the E ×B drift velocity and, for what follows, B∗‖ ≡ bˆ ·B∗ [16].
The effective electric field for a static magnetic field is given by
E∗ ≡ −∇Φ∗ (28)
with
qΦ∗ ≡ qΦ + µB + (m/2)|VE |2 . (29)
The effective potential directly incorporates µ, which is proportional to the first adiabatic
invariant [15,16].
In equation (26), the first term on the right is zero, as there is no explicit time dependence, as
seen by the electron, in the electromagnetic fields of the filter. Similarly, by applying Faraday’s
8An equivalent formulation in terms of distribution functions is known as the Vlasov equation [14].
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law, we can drop terms of the form ∇ ×E. The static, non-relativistic terms contributing to
the second and third terms are given by
∇ · (B∗‖V ) = −cE∗ · ∇× bˆ , and (30)
∂
∂p‖
(B∗‖ p˙‖) = cE
∗ · ∇× bˆ , (31)
respectively. These terms cancel identically in summation, as expected for phase-space volume
conservation. However, we can further explore the contributions to this term by expanding
∇× bˆ = ∇× bˆ
∣∣∣
⊥
+ ∇× bˆ
∣∣∣
‖
(32)
with
∇× bˆ
∣∣∣
⊥
= bˆ× ∂bˆ
∂s
, and (33)
∇× bˆ
∣∣∣
‖
= bˆ
bˆ · (∇×B)
B
, (34)
where s is the local coordinate along the GCS trajectory. In vacuum, we have ∇ × B = 0
and, therefore, only the term with ∂bˆ/∂s contributes. At the mid-plane of the ∆x gap, the
normal to the curvature of the B field points along the z-direction, nˆ = zˆ, and the B field
points along the x-direction. By explicitly evaluating the phase-space movement term that
appears in equations (30) and (31) for the specific case of the transverse drift filter with the
field configuration presented in Figure 5, we find
cE∗ · bˆ× ∂bˆ
∂s
= c(E − µ∇B) · xˆ×
(
− zˆ
Rc
)
=
c
Rc
E · yˆ − µc
Rc
∇B · yˆ = cEy
Rc
(35)
where ∇B = ∇⊥B = −(B/Rc)zˆ and therefore orthogonal to yˆ. Therefore, the non-zero term
that actively shifts phase-space between position and momentum space to preserve the overall
phase-space volume for the case of the transverse drift filter is precisely the product of the
Ey component of the electric field, against which the gradient-B drift is doing work, and the
magnitude of ∇B/B, given by 1/Rc, times c.
In contrast, a magnetic collimation filter aligns the total velocity vector of the electron along
the magnetic field, when moving under gyromotion from high magnetic field to low field, in
the absence of electric fields. The term responsible for phase-space volume conservation in a
magnetic collimation filter is therefore the µ term that appears in equation (35). The transverse
drift filter is not a magnetic collimation filter and the µ term is null.
Conclusions
We have presented the concept of the transverse drift filter for the study of the tritium endpoint
spectrum and the measurement of the Cosmic Neutrino Background with PTOLEMY. The filter
differs from previous electromagnetic filters in that the motion of an electron emitted from a
tritium target is driven by a combination of higher-order transverse drifts from a region of high
magnetic field into low magnetic field. We have studied the possibility of an exponentially falling
magnetic field strength with a transverse drift filter that for a filter length of 0.7 m reduces
the transverse kinetic energy of an electron from a starting value of 18.6 keV at the tritium
endpoint down to 0.01 eV, a scale that is comparable to neutrino masses. The performance of
the transverse drift filter is limited by the initial estimate of the transverse kinetic energy from
a set of RF antennas that measure the cyclotron radiation emission from a single electron with
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a relativistically shifted cyclotron frequency, for tritium endpoint electrons, in advance of the
electron entering the filter. The final level of precision measurement is expected to occur in
a calorimeter system interfaced to the exit of the filter at an energy range that matches the
dynamic range of the calorimeter. The question of where the expansion of position phase-space
occurs for the corresponding reduction in momentum phase-space within the transverse filter
is explained. Electrons that enter the filter with a transverse kinetic energy that is outside
the range for which the filter voltages have been configured are driven into the electrodes that
produce the E ×B drift. An analysis of the phase-space volume invariance is presented and
shown to obey Liouville’s theorem for Hamiltonian systems.
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